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SIGH. That is what I am feeling right now. A giant sigh. Do you agree? As we prepare to ring in 

the New Year and turn the page to 2022, I don’t think anyone hoped to do so via a sigh. But here 

we are. And so too, do we find the ancient Israelites sighing in this week’s Torah portion, Vaera. 

Vaera tells the story of the first seven plagues that God sent to free the Israelites from slavery in 

Egypt. The parasha opens with God hearing the cries of the Israelites and promising to free them 

from slavery. But when Moses comes to the children of Israel to relay this message, the Torah 

says: 
 

ה  ה ָקָשָֽׁ וַח וֵמֲעֹבָדָ֖ ֶצר רֶׁ֔ ה ִמֹקֹּ֣ ְמעוּ֙ ֶאל־ֹמֶשֶׁ֔ א ָשָֽׁ ֹֹ֤  ְול
 They did not hear Moshe, because of kotzer ruah and hard servitude.  

Rashi (11th cent., France) explains the phrase kotzer ruah by saying, "If one is in anguish his 

breath comes in short gasps and he cannot draw long breaths." Meanwhile, Sforno (16th cent., 

Italy), explains that kotzer ruah means "it did not appear believable to their present state of mind, 

so that their heart could not assimilate such a promise." So which is it? Is kotzer ruah a physical 

shortness of breath or a spiritual struggle? I suspect the answer is both. Kotzer ruah means that 

the Israelites were short of breath in body and soul. Regarding this phrase, Rabbi Rachel 

Barenblat writes: “Their breath and their spirits were in tzuris, suffering. Literally at this point in 

our story we are in Mitzrayim (a narrow place)…But this isn't about geography, it's about an 

existential state of being so constricted that we couldn't even hear the hope that things could be 

better than this.” With the rampant spread of the Omicron variant and the COVID cases on the 

rise once more, we again find ourselves struck by kotzer ruah. We find ourselves literally winded 

as we contend with a virus that has cut short our breath. We cover our mouths and noses with masks 

to guard ourselves and one another from a disease that moves through our respiratory system. We 

are living through a pandemic of kotzer ruah; shortness of breath. And now, so too, our spirits 

are diminished. We thought we were working our way out of the pandemic, but look where we 

are now. It is psychologically deflating. The Israelites were initially unable to breathe into the 

present. Can we? Perhaps it begins with a sigh. Rebbe Nachman(18th cent., Eastern Europe) wrote: 

"If you want to turn, you must make yourself into a new creation. You can do this with a sigh.” And 

then he continued: “We never stop breathing. Our very lives depend on this. Every exhalation is the 

death of the moment that has passed, in preparation for the birth of the new moment. Thus... you 

release yourself from …the old … and open yourself... [to receive new vitality.]” As we turn to the 

year 2022 we may feel like we are in a narrow place, we may find ourselves in a state of kotzer 

ruah. And yet, by holding onto hope and to resilience, by continuing to lift each other up, we can be 

inspired by the Torah which teaches us that kotzer ruah is not the end of the story. Perhaps we just 

need to start with a sigh. And then, let us breathe into hope, love, and the support that surrounds us. 

Shabbat Shalom and Happy New Year. 


